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Welcome to our 9th Annual Production Sale. We have been breeding top quality ranch horses for a long
time and we are proud to be able to offer them to you through our sale. This has been a strong year
for the ranch horse market, with record highs being set at sales all over our region. People are
realizing that you simply cannot beat ranch work for making nice horses.
We are proud to be Ranching Heritage Breeders with the AQHA. The focus of the Ranching Heritage
Breeder program is to recognize the ranch horse, honor the heritage of ranchers, preserve the
traditions of the working ranch cowboys, and protect the authenticity of the ranch horse. We feel
this is a perfect fit with our program. If you purchase a horse from us and you want to show in any
AQHA Ranching Heritage Challenge event, please let us know and we will make sure that your horse is
enrolled.
We have another powerful set of horses in this year’s sale. This is a strong offering of premier
genetics from our program. When you look at the pedigrees you will notice how many 3/4 siblings are
being offered. That’s how programs with consistency are built. The two year old’s offered this year
have nice starts on them. They have all been rode outside and have seen a lot for their age. Please
attend the preview at 11:00 am to watch us ride them. The yearling horses are halter broke and are
one of the gentlest and nicest set of yearlings we’ve ever brought to town. We were fortunate to be
able to send some of our yearlings to TVCC in Ontario, OR to Wade Black once again. Wade was the
2021 Road To The Horse World Champion. He is the equine instructor at the college and with his
supervision his students halter broke some of the yearlings. Please talk to us at the conclusion of the
preview about horses you might be interested in. We try very hard to match people and horses so
everyone is happy once you take your new horse home. If there is an issue, quirk, or blemish with any
of our horses we will tell you. We stand behind our horses so you can buy with confidence.
We would like to thank the Bentz family for being a guest consignor in our sale. We have known the
Bentz family for over 20 years and cannot think of anyone we would rather have involved with our
sale. They have had a presence at every sale we’ve had. Their horses are raised outside in big
country and developed the way we think all horses should be. Just as importantly, their program is
backed by over 35 years of great quarter horse genetics and a high level of integrity. Our friends
Levi and Rachel Harris from Drewsey, OR are selling several horses in our sale again this year. Levi
and Rachel are good cowboys and you’ll like their horses. We are pleased to have them be part of the
sale.
We look forward to seeing our friends and customers on sale day. Please do not hesitate to call or
e-mail if you have any questions prior to the sale.
High Desert Quarter Horses
M.T. And Cori Anderson
B. Dianne Mathisen
541-477-3816
highdesertqh@otcwb.com

Terms & Conditions
-The highest bidder is to be the buyer. The auctioneer will settle any disputes as to bids. His decision is
final.
-Payment - Cash, check, visa/mastercard will be accepted. All credit card purchases will be assessed a 3%
handling fee. Registration papers with transfers will be given to cash and credit card buyers at time of
settlement. Buyers who pay with a check will have papers mailed to them after the check clears. Absentee
bids, phone bids, and internet bids are welcome. Papers will be held until payment is received. Payment
must be received within 7 days of the sale. The buyer must make arrangements for the care of his/her horse
if it is not taken on sale day.
-Ownership and risk of loss passes to the buyer when the auctioneer says sold.
-We strongly urge buyers to thoroughly examine the horses prior to purchasing them. Some of the horses
have knicks and dings from running outside in rough country. All horses are sound. All sales are absolute
and final. If a problem arises, a credit only will be given at next years sale.
-Every effort has been made to ensure accuracy of the catalog, but sellers assume no responsibility for
errors or omissions.
-Health - All horses have been vaccinated with a 5-way this spring and are current on worming. All have
tested negative for coggins. Health papers for interstate shipping will be available the day of the sale for an
added fee of $50.
-Brood mares have been pasture exposed and are presumed to be in foal. There is no live foal guarantee.
-All persons attending the sale do so at their own risk. The Deschutes County Fair and Expo Center and
owners of the horses assume no liability, legal, or otherwise for any accidents that may occur.

Our Crew
		M.T. Anderson							541-377-0030
		Cori Anderson						541-377-3347
		Ethan Bentz							541-881-6286
		
Eric Duarte, Duarte Sales, Auctioneer
541-891-7863
		
Mark Holt, Special Representative		
208-369-7425
		
Rod Wesselman, Special Representative 509-750-2185
		Katie Colyer, LiveAuctions.TV			208-599-2962
		
Dean Autry, Autry Performance Horses
530-598-2302

HERE’S HOW IT WORKS
Go to www.LiveAuctions.tv. Please note that you do NOT need an account to watch the
auction, but you do need to register an account and request a buyer number if you wish to bid.
If you have not created a new account since September 1st, 2020 you will need to click “Register”
in the top right corner of the homepage and create a new account. Once you have completed the
form on this registration page and hit the “Register” button you will receive an e-mail with a place
to click on to verify you have entered a valid e-mail address. Once you have completed this
registration process, find the auction you are interested in on the homepage and click on it (sales
are listed in chronological order). You should then see a box that says Login. Now that you have
an account with LiveAuctions just type in your E-mail Address and Password. You will now see a
hyperlink at the top that says “Request a Buyer Number”. The first time you request your first
buyer number on LiveAuctions it will send you a text message with a verification code in it. Type
the code from the text message into the area requiring it and you will then see your name along
with a buyer number listed at the top of the webpage where the live video is and you will be able
to bid. You will only have to complete this two-step verification process one time. After that you
will be able to immediately request a buyer number on any auction without verification through
an e-mail or text message again.
LiveAuctions no longer requires an app. If you wish to view/register/bid on a smartphone
just type LiveAuctions.tv in whatever web browser you use. The registration process is the same
as it is on a desktop computer, but the website is built mobile friendly. Click on the three lines in
the top right corner to access the menus.
Bidders who are successful in making purchases will be contacted by the ranch after the
auction to settle payment and discover your shipping plans.
If you need help registering to bid or to view the auction please call Technical Support
at (682) 816-4900 or e-mail us at TechSupport@LiveAuctions.tv.

Sale Day Phones
		
Dennis Kluser
541-350-8879
		Mat Carter		541-620-1323

Don’t forget to check out our
vendors booths. They will have a
variety of custom high quality
cowboy gear, jewelry, clothing,
western designed household
decorations, and numerous
other items for sale.

Food & beverage will be
available for purchase at the
fairgrounds on the day
of the sale.

-Attention Sale Attendees-

Due to another large event at the Deschutes County Fair and
Expo Center we will need to use the
SW 19th Street entrance off of Airport Way!
High Desert Quarter Horses

Ranching Heritage Breeder

We are honored to be recognized as a Ranching Heritage Breeder by the
AQHA. This honor allows us to nominate horses for the Ranching
Heritage Challenge events. All High Desert Quarter Horses born from
2015 on are eligible for these events. Please contact us if you are
interested and have one of our horses that qualify. We look forward to
carrying on the Ranching Heritage Tradition.

www.highdesertqh.com

HIGH DESERT QUARTER HORSES
M.T. & CORI ANDERSON
B. DIANNE MATHISEN

18 years ago we had a vision of breeding big, stout, ranch horses with
great minds and conformation. Out of that vision High Desert
Quarter Horses was born. We focused heavily on the King Fritz
horses for our mare line. We purchased Hairpin Roan Tiger in 2004,
from Leachmans’ in their sale, and the rest is history. Hairpin Roan
Tiger has sired hundreds of foals and we could not be happier with the
results. As we have grown we have added many other stallions to our
program. They compliment Hairpin Roan Tiger very nicely.
We’ve been riding horses that we have bred for many years. The
Anderson kids have grown up (and still are) buckarooing on horses we
have raised. As they have gotten older they have started helping with
the colt starting. We are ranchers, so raising top quality quarter
horses is a perfect fit for us. We like raising ranch kids as well.
We have marketed horses off the ranch as well as at various ranch
horse sales across the west. We have always worked extremely hard
to treat our customers with a high level of integrity and honesty. If
it is not the right horse for you, we will tell you. This philosophy has
created many great relationships and we feel that is part of why we
have had so many repeat buyers over the years. We hope you like our
horses as much as we do.

www.highdesertqh.com

SPUR BRAND RANCH HORSES
BENTZ FAMILY

The Bentz family has ranched continuously in Eastern Oregon since 1925.
In addition to operating a large scale cow/calf operation, the Bentz family
has also been breeding ranch horses for over 35 years.
Their stallion Colonel Blackrock became the foundation for a great set of
mares. Most of the Spur Brand mares are Colonel Blackrock daughters.
You will appreciate the consistency in their program. The newest
additon to the Bentz program is a tremendously talented horse named
Cuttin Like My Dad. He is a Peptoboonsmal grandson out of a Doc’s
Hickory daughter. You will notice the quality he stamps into his colts as
you look through this years sale offering.
The Bentz horses grow up outside in the rocks. The entire family and
crew uses them to cowboy on. The Bentzs’ know how good the
horses are that they breed because they use them every day. They host
the Ranchers Horse Sale every year in Juntura, Oregon on the first
Saturday in June.
If you have any question about the Spur Brand horses feel free to contact
Ethan at 541-881-6286 or Linda at 541-277-3341.

www.ranchershorsesale.com

REFERENCE STALLIONS
A HAIRPIN ROAN TIGER (4286551)
May 16, 2002 Dun Roan Stallion

HANCOCK BEE
BLUE

HAIRPIN
ROANA LEONA

ROAN PRAIRIE

HIGH ROLLING ROANY

VANZI RENO BAR
KING CODY BEE

MISTY BLUE BEE

TWISTY CLEGG
SHARP ROAN GHOST

SHARP LEO GHOST

MISS LEO BLACKBURN
SIR THEODORE

SMOKIN DUSTY ROSE

WILO MS SMOKEY

HAIRPIN ROAN TIGER was a featured stallion in the Leachman Hairpin Cavvy sale in 2004. We
purchased him as a two year old for $11,200. We rode “Tig”, as we call him, for four years before an
injury brought his saddle horse days to an end. He is still sound enough to breed mares, and for that we
are grateful. “Tig” produces big, stout, good-minded babies. The “Tig” colts mature with lots of foot and
bone, and great backs as well. One thing we hear over and over is how trainable and quiet “Tig’s” sons
and daughters are. Of course this comes as no surprise to us because we have rode a lot of them. As
more and more Hairpin Roan Tiger colts spread throughout the west, his reputation continues to grow.
Hairpin Roan Tiger has made a name for himself among the elite ranch horse sires on the west coast.
16.0 hands, 1400 lbs.
B

WEAVERS BOONSMAL DOC (4799961)
April 14, 2006 Bay Roan Stallion

MERADA IMA
BOONSMAL

DOCS LOU LOU
LENA

PEPTOBOONSMAL
MERADA SITE
DOC O DYNAMITE
LOU LOU ATHENA

PEPPY SAN BADGER
ROYAL BLUE BOON
FRECKLES MERADA
GEMS ZOISITE
DOC O’LENA
GAY BAR DIXIE
DOC ATHENA
MY LOU LOU

WEAVERS BOONSMAL DOC was bred by Weaver Quarter Horses in Montana. We have bought
multiple mares from Weavers over the years and are impressed with their program. “Merada” is really an
eye catching stallion with outstanding conformation and an impeccable pedigree. By an own son of
Peptoboonsmal and out of a granddaughter of Doc O Lena. One thing that really impresses us about
“Merada” is his foot and bone. He’s got lots of both, which is not the norm for cutting horses. He
compliments this with a nice short back and hocks that are low to the ground. We are now riding a lot of
Merada sons and daughters and they are tremendous cowhorses.
15.0 hands, 1175 lbs.

High Desert Quarter Horses

REFERENCE STALLIONS
C HD TIGERS RISING SON (5655810)
May 14, 2014 Palomino

HAIRPIN ROAN
TIGER

KELVINS LITA
BABE

Stallion

HANCOCK BEE BLUE
HAIRPIN ROANA LEONA
DOC HOLLYBUG GOLD

HIGH ROLLING ROANY
MISTY BLUE BEE
SHARP LEO GHOST
SMOKIN DUSTY ROSE
BARLON
HOLLY BUGG 99
FAME CHEX

KELVIN LITA CHEX

KNOXIE CHEX

HD TIGERS RISING SON is without a doubt one of the stoutest and most rugged stallions in the West.
We’ve looked for a Hairpin Roan Tiger son for years that we thought could fill his sire’s shoes and we
might have finally found him. Rising Son is out of the best mare we’ve ever owned. We have two full
brothers in the cavvy that we ride and have two full sisters in the broodmare band that continue to produce
our top colts annually. Rising Son wears a #2 shoe, has tremendous bone, and is the cattiest big horse
you’ve ever seen.
15.3 hands, 1350 lbs.

D

COWBOYS GIN A633 (5762456)
2016

Gray

TANQUERY GIN
CROSS BELL 905
CEE DEBBIE
MISS N CATCH
CROSS BELL 818
MERRY GO MAVIS

Stallion

DOC O’LENA
GIN ECHOLS
CEE BAR BADGER 71
CROSS 0 28 BELL
MISS N CASH
CEE ANNIE
IMA SON O SUGAR
MAVIS RACK

COWBOYS GIN A633 is a stallion we have leased for three years. “Smoke” is owned by our friend Brent
Clark and he’s been gracious enough to let us lease him again. Smoke is about as kind and gentle as you
can make a stallion and he combines this with a big foot and lots of bone. His pedigree crosses fantastic
on the Hairpin Roan Tiger daughters and we have many 3/4 sibs sired by Smoke. Miss N Cash was bred
in our country and won the NCHA derby back in the day. Tanquery Gin was an own son of Doc O’Lena
that stood at the 6666 ranch in Texas. The oldest colts we have by Smoke are yearlings and they look
really good. They have all halter broke easily which makes us think that the minds on the Smoke colts will
be great. We’ve held some back to ride so you’ll be seeing some in next years sale as two year olds.
15.2 hands, 1260 lbs.

www.highdesertqh.com

REFERENCE STALLIONS
E

CASEYS BAY FOX (3456661)
April 22, 1996 Bay

Stallion

SUGARS MOON BAR
WAJA MOON FOX

BUG’S BANKER
FIDDLE BAR TWO
DIAMOND BAR DEE

FOXY HI FIVE

HISPOT FIVE
MR SPANISH LEE

MR LEO BUDA

SANSUE BABE

CANDY CANE SUE
BOXARO SASSY SUE

KLEBERG’S CLANCY
BOX V SHADY LADY

CASEYS BAY FOX is a stallion that has proven himself as a great sire. We lost him in 2020 and wish that
we could have gotten more colts out of him. This brown stud was about as cowboy looking as you can
make one. He was super short backed, had great withers, and an incredible dispositon. He’s double bred
Sugar Bars on the top side and double bred Leo on the bottom side. Old quarter horse pedigrees, but
good horses!

F

SMART JUSTIN (3986861)
April 24, 2000 Buckskin

SMART LITTLE
TWISTER

Stallion

SMART LITTLE CALBOY
HOLLY SAN TWIST
KELLYS GOLDEN DUN

SINDEBELELITA
JUST ANY MOMENT

SMART LITTLE LENA
MISS CAL SEN
HOLLY SAN GOLD
POCO MARCO TWIST
WINDCHESTER
I’M POCO KELLY
TRIPLE DON
A DUSTY NUGET

SMART JUSTIN is approaching the end of his breeding career. I started this stud in 2003 and we rode him
on the ranch for many years. Justin has always had a quiet, calm disposition. His colts have some gas
and are very feely. He puts a cool hip structure on his foals. When you add that to their gorgeous heads
and good feet it makes them pretty hard to get around. His sons and daughters are usually very
cowy and athletic.
15.0 hands, 1150 lbs.

High Desert Quarter Horses

REFERENCE STALLIONS
G IMA SHINE N BOONSMAL (5802688)
June 11, 2015 Bay

WEAVERS
BOONSMAL DOC

SHE SHINES N
TIME

Stallion

MERADA IMA BOONSMAL
DOCS LOU LOU LENA

PEPTOBOONSMAL
MERADA SITE
DOC O DYNAMITE
LOU LOU ATHENA
THERE COMES A TIME

A SHINE N TIME

CC TESSOLENA CHEX

SX MCLEO PRISI GAIL

MUCHO CANTINERO
SX BILLIE FRITZ

IMA SHINE N BOONSMAL is a really well bred stallion that is striking to look at. We had him at the ranch
for several years and were extremely impressed with his foals. He’s out of a really well bred mare that
goes to Shining Spark, Leo, and is double bred King Fritz. These are truly some of the greatest names in
Quarter Horse genetics. There’s only one horse in the sale sired by him, but he’s an outstanding colt.
15.1 hands, 1215 lbs.

H

SCR SWEET LIL DINERO (6047447)
April 17, 2020

PC FRENCHMANS
HAYDAY

SWEET ROYAL
KATE

Bay

Stallion

SUN FROST
CASEYS CHARM
SWEET LIL PEPTO
MARIAH PEP

DOC’S JACK FROST
PRISSY CLINE
TINY CIRCUS
CASEY’S LADYLOVE
PEPTOBOONSMAL
SWEET LIL LENA
HICKORYOTE
ROYAL SYLVIA

SCR SWEET LIL DINERO is the newest addtion to our stallion line up at High Desert Quarter Horses. We
bought him last fall in Montana as a yearling. The picture above is him as a yearling. He’s an absolute
powerhouse of a colt and we have him out with a few Hairpin Roan Tiger daughters this spring. Speed,
cow and looks. Pretty hard to beat that in a ranch horse. We are extremely excited about Dinero and
cannot wait to start riding his progeny. We started him lightly before he went out with mares and will pick
up and keep riding him once he comes out of the breeding pasture. You will be seeing many colts sired by
Dinero in the years to come.

www.highdesertqh.com

REFERENCE STALLIONS
I

CUTTIN LIKE MY DAD (5038329)
2008

NITRO DUAL
DOC

HICKORYS
MISS JESSE

Red Roan		

PEPTOBOONSMAL
MISS DUAL DOC
DOC’S HICKORY
JESSE QUIXOTE

Stallion

PEPPY SAN BADGER
ROYAL BLUE BOON
DOC’S REMEDY
MISS BROOKS BAR
DOC BAR
MISS CHICKASHA
DOC QUIXOTE
JESSICA KING

CUTTIN LIKE MY DAD was purchased from Wade Reaney in 2016. He has proven himself in the
Northwest, placing in many Stockhorse Reining competitions. Many of his colts are competing and doing
very well. The Bentz family is very excited about the athleticism and style he brings to their program.
15.0 hands, 1200 lbs.

www.ranchershorsesale.com

RANCH HORSES
1

			

“STONY”

2013		Blue Roan		Gelding

Stony is a handy sized blue roan gelding that comes to us from
Levi and Rachel Harris. He is smooth, soft, and fun to ride. We
love to ride him on big days because he travels out so well and is
very willing. This spring is the most we have roped on him and
we’ve had a blast doing it. He really leans into the rope and pulls
hard. He has a big heart and no quit in him. He is a cowy horse
that will track up nicely and give you an excellent heel shot when
you are branding calves. A couple years ago we got him in a
tight situation with a bull. Due to that, if a cow charges a dog
bellering or comes at him, he will move out of her way and watch
her. It is easy to pick him up and go right back to work. He
can sometimes be a bit watchy of things on the ground that are
unfamiliar. This is a high quality gelding that is super gentle and
is a horse that the whole family will enjoy. Not totally kid broke
yet, but if your kids are handy they will love riding him. Old wire
cut scar on his left hind. He’s had it for years and it has never
affected him.
14.0 hands, 1075 lbs.

2

PEPPYS BLUE STITCHES (APHA 1,083,651)
May 13, 2018

Gray		

LINUS BLUEROSE
PEPPY BLUEROSE
PEPPY CHARO
MILLER INDIO MCCUE
FLIT APACHE BAR
LITA ALEJOS

Filly

EDDIE BLUE ROSE
CALLIOPE QUEEN
PEPPYTIME CINCO
SMOKIN CHARO
SPECIAL EFFECTS
SAVANNAH INDIO
DOUBLE L ALEJOS
BEAVER BARLITA

Stitch is a very fun young mare with a bright future ahead of her.
Everything we have asked her to do she has done with lots of try
and willingness. She has been very quiet and easy to get along
with. We’ve rode her outside gathering cattle and spent some
time in the arena as well. We have drug a few calves to the fire
and drug/roped the dummy in the arena on her. Stitch could go
any direction you want to take her and she has a solid enough
foundation that she’ll succeed. She can be a bit grumpy towards
other horses on the ground but is getting better as she matures.
Owned by Levi and Rachel Harris.

Levi taking one to the fire on “Stony”

www.highdesertqh.com

Levi on the head with “Stitch”

3 YEAR OLD GELDING
3

CUTTIN UP TOWN (5969293)

June 7, 2019

CUTTIN LIKE MY
DAD

Red Roan		

NITRO DUAL DOC
HICKORYS MISS JESSE
COLONEL BLACKROCK

COLS FAURLIEN
MISS KELLY MD

Gelding

PEPTOBOONSMAL
MISS DUAL DOC
DOC’S HICKORY
JESSE QUIXOTE
COLONEL BLACKWELL
FIVE DOT CHEX
UPTOWN MD
MISS JET CHEX

Watson is a very nicely started three year old gelding that should
mature with some real size and stoutness to him. Ethan’s good
head horse that he rides in town is a maternal brother to Watson.
This colt is out of a proven mare that stamps her colts with style.
Full brother owned by Tim Campbell, Condon, OR

Pictured above is $17,000 “Sandman”. He is a
4 year old gelding that sold in June and is a full
brother to Lot 3 & Lot 13.

www.ranchershorsesale.com

2 YEAR OLD GELDINGS
4

MERADAS ALDRICH (6134039)

May 2, 2020

HAIRPIN ROAN
TIGER

SPUNKY LIL
MERADA

Bay Roan

HANCOCK BEE BLUE
HAIRPIN ROANA LEONA

Gelding

HIGH ROLLING ROANY
MISTY BLUE BEE
SHARP LEO GHOST
SMOKIN DUSTY ROSE

WEAVERS BOONSMAL
DOC

MERADA IMA BOONSMAL

SPUNKY MISS
HANCOCK

THE BLONDE STRANGER

DOCS LOU LOU LENA
MISS PUNKY HANCOCK

This is a pretty cool gelding that is out of the first Weavers
Boonsmal Doc daughter we have put into production. Aldrich
is one of the gentlest colts in the sale. He’s easy to catch, very
kind, really good minded and to top all that off he’s super soft in
the face. Aldrich is sure to go on to be an incredible ranch horse
that will be able to handle pressure and hard work. He’s a
favorite here at HDQH. No shocker there since he’s sired by
Hairpin Roan Tiger. We ride a brother to Aldrich’s dam and he’s
a big, cool gelding that can flat out eat up big country.

5

HD MERADAS FAME CHEX (6057035)
May 4, 2020

WEAVERS
BOONSMAL DOC

HD TIGERS
CHEXY GIRL

Bay

Gelding

MERADA IMA
BOONSMAL
DOCS LOU LOU LENA
HAIRPIN ROAN TIGER
KELVINS LITA BABE

PEPTOBOONSMAL
MERADA SITE
DOC O DYNAMITE
LOU LOU ATHENA
HANCOCK BEE BLUE
HAIRPIN ROANA LEONA
DOC HOLLYBUG GOLD
KELVIN LITA CHEX

What a looker Fame Chex is. This brown colt is soggy, thick, and
deep cinching. Fame Chex is out of an incredible mare that we
rode as a two year old. If you’ve followed our program, you know
this mare line. We are highly biased towards them as they have
been some of our best horses. In fact, we ride 2 geldings that
are full brothers to Fame Chex’s dam and our stallion HD Tigers
Rising Son is a full brother to her as well. Fame Chex is very
willing and trots out like a machine. He has lots of feel and is very
kind. He likes people and is easy to catch. Full brother to Lot 14.
Full sibs owned by Jeff Glascock, Nevada, Esche Performance
Horses, Washington, & Travis and Jamie Henslee, Oregon.

Clint Weaver on “Grace”, a Smart Justin daughter.

www.highdesertqh.com

“Fame Chex” at work on the ranch.

2 YEAR OLD GELDINGS
6

MCCLELLAN CHEX (6057026)
May 8, 2020

IMA SHINE N
BOONSMAL

KELVIN DUCHEX

Bay		

WEAVERS
BOONSMAL DOC
SHE SHINES N TIME

Gelding

MERADA IMA BOONSMAL
DOCS LOU LOU LENA
A SHINE N TIME
SX MCLEO PRISI GAIL

DOC HOLLYBUG
GOLD

BARLON

KELVIN BAR LADY
CHEX

FAME CHEX

HOLLY BUGG 99
FRESNO KEYLEO CHEX

This bay colt might be the sleeper of the sale. We are a sucker
for a good bay horse and this colt is all that and then some. One
of Dean’s favorites to ride and ours too. McClellan is out of an
awesome King Fritz bred mare and he looks just like her. This
colt lopes really nice circles, travels free and easy outside, and is
pretty much okay with everything you can throw at him. This colt
is built to last with a good sized foot and he should mature with
some size to him.

7

		

“TROJAN”

May 12, 2020

HAIRPIN ROAN
TIGER

Grullo		

Gelding

HANCOCK BEE
BLUE

HIGH ROLLING ROANY

HAIRPIN ROANA
LEONA

SHARP LEO GHOST

MISTY BLUE BEE
SMOKIN DUSTY ROSE

Trojan is a big, beautiful grullo gelding that is another good
Hairpin Roan Tiger son. This is the first colt we’ve rode out of
his mother. No papers on his dam but she’s here because she’s
good. This colt is really gentle and kind, and honestly he’s a
touch lazy. He is easy to catch and likes people. He gets a hump
in his back every time we saddle him. It goes away in the first
couple minutes and he’s good for the rest of the day. He has
never bucked and is very easy to trot off on. We don’t gyp him
around or lunge him. We step on and ride off. He is a cowy colt
that is already 15 hands and will likely end up being a 16 hand
horse. Trojan is a stout boned colt that should be a durable
gelding that you can ranch on for years.

High Desert Quarter Horses

2 YEAR OLD GELDINGS
8

HD JUSTINS JAGGER (6057037)
May 13, 2020

Dun

Gelding

SMART LITTLE TWISTER
SMART JUSTIN
SINDEBELELITA

HD CHEXY
ROCKET

HAIRPIN ROAN TIGER
LEOS RANEY RENE

SMART LITTLE CALBOY
HOLLY SAN TWIST 79
KELLYS GOLDEN DUN
JUST ANY MOMENT
HANCOCK BEE BLUE
HAIRPIN ROANA LEONA
LEO T CHEX
SOLID PLUNDER

Jagger is the only Smart Justin two year old gelding in the
sale this year. He’s a quick, catty colt that really can cover the
country. He’s very soft mouthed and has lots of finesse in how
he moves. He gets scared sometimes if you go at him like you
are killing snakes. If you are smooth and quiet and gain his trust,
he’s all in. He had an injury as a yearling and there is an ugly
scar up under his jaw and throatlatch area. It’s hard to see and it
doesn’t affect anything. Jagger’s dam is a very attractive Hairpin
Roan Tiger daughter that has produced some really nice colts for
us. We have a full sister to Jagger that is headed to the broodmare band. Full sib owned by John Holmes, Ashwood, OR.

9

HD TIGERS REVOLVER (X0744383)
May 26, 2020

HAIRPIN ROAN
TIGER

Sorrel		

HANCOCK BEE BLUE
HAIRPIN ROANA LEONA
PODOCA TARI

PODOCAS QUEST
BANNERS QUEST

Gelding

HIGH ROLLING ROANY
MISTY BLUE BEE
SHARP LEO GHOST
SMOKIN DUSTY ROSE
TARI PISTOL
SMOKEY MYSTIC
BANNER PAGE
MISS FRITZ

This is one awesome gelding that is M.T.’s favorite of the two year
olds. Revolver is watchy when you are on the ground around
him. If you just slow down for a second he’s okay with you. He
is getting kinder and kinder the more we ride him. This horse is
extremely cowy and extremely athletic. All that ability is headed
the right direction and it makes him an absolute blast to ride. He
has no buck and rides way beyond his age once you are on his
back. He crosses water, will track up for you to rope one, and
has a big motor……but he’s not hot. He has some cool roan
flecking in his flanks and has a coon tail. We rode a full brother
to Revolver that was really cool and about as tough a horse as
we’ve ever owned. These horses get big….16+ hands and 1400
lbs. The most exciting thing about them is that they move like a
1000 pound, 14 hand horse. Horses like this are extremely hard
to find. If you came to buy a good one then don’t miss Revolver!
Full brother owned by Gary Richards, Madras, OR.

Cinch on a full brother to “Revolver” in Nevada last summer

www.highdesertqh.com

2 YEAR OLD FILLIES
10 POCO WILLOW FOX (6080368)
May 3, 2020

Sorrel		

Filly

SUGARS MOON BAR

WAJA MOON FOX

FOXY HI FIVE 75

CASEYS BAY FOX

MR LEO BUDA

CANDY CANE SUE

SMT POCO AREO
TONG

BOXARO SASSY SUE
LITTLE STEEL DUST

POCO CHERRIO

BEE BARBS KING
POCO TONG

BOXARO ELAINA
TONG

BOXARO SISSY

This filly is pretty striking to look at with her flaxen mane and tail.
She has a huge trot. We’ve used a flag stick on her, have roped
calves with a breakaway honda, and have rode her outside quite
a bit. She can be a cranky mare sometimes. She doesn’t want
to buck at all, just has an attitude at times. She reminds us of a
teenage girl…….lol. She is sired by our Casey stud who we lost
several years ago. We have a sister in the broodmare band and
have ridden several colts out of Willows mother. All have been
nice horses.

11 		

“JILL” (UNREGISTERED)

May 26, 2020

WEAVERS
BOONSMAL
DOC

UNREGISTERED
MARE

Bay Roan

Filly
PEPTOBOONSMAL

MERADA IMA
BOONSMAL

MERADA SITE

DOCS LOU LOU LENA
HAIRPIN ROAN TIGER
RC JETS SIZZLING JAG

DOC O DYNAMITE
LOU LOU ATHENA
HANCOCK BEE BLUE
HAIRPIN ROANA LEONA
TE BLUE JET
MISS SUPER APOLLO

Jill is the rockstar of the two year old fillies. She has been one
of Dean’s favorites. This filly is extremely trainable and smart!
She’s an incredible athlete and uses that ability for good things.
She doesn’t miss much and is pretty sensitive. We’ve found
that if you just take your time and slow down for a second, she
is absolutely awesome. Her dam has a double shot of Hancock
breeding. When we make that cross with Weavers Boonsmal
Doc it is a home run virtually every time.

High Desert Quarter Horses

2 YEAR OLD FILLIES
12 HD JUSTINS JASMINE (6057040)
July 21, 2020

Palomino

SMART LITTLE TWISTER
SMART JUSTIN
SINDEBELELITA

HD TIGERS LUCKY
CHEX

HAIRPIN ROAN TIGER
SPEARSIX DELIGHT

Filly

SMART LITTLE CALBOY
HOLLY SAN TWIST 79
KELLYS GOLDEN DUN
JUST ANY MOMENT
HANCOCK BEE BLUE
HAIRPIN ROANA LEONA
KINGS BLAZEN PISTOL
LUCKYS MEME JEAN

This might be the biggest filly in the sale. Jasmine is stout and
has lots of size. She’s extremely gentle and likes people. This
filly has been very trainable and has as much try as any horse
in the sale. She can be tight when she is fresh, but you can talk
her out of it and she’ll walk off cool as a cucumber after a few
seconds. Her mother has produced some great horses for us.
We have a brother in the cavvy at home and a full sister in the
broodmare band. These horses have cow and are handy.
Maternal sibling owned by Tom & Becky Goodwin, Washington.
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CUTTIN UP MD (6045036)

June 13, 2020

CUTTIN LIKE MY
DAD

Red Roan

NITRO DUAL DOC
HICKORYS MISS JESSE
COLONEL BLACKROCK

COLS FAURLIEN
MISS KELLY MD

Filly
PEPTOBOONSMAL
MISS DUAL DOC
DOC’S HICKORY
JESSE QUIXOTE
COLONEL BLACKWELL
FIVE DOT CHEX
UPTOWN MD
MISS JET CHEX

Vegas is a beautiful strawberry roan filly with a truckload of
talent. She will have over 30 rides by sale time and is going very
nicely. Her four year old full brother sold in the 2022 Ranchers
Horse Sale for $17,000 last month. Full sibling to Lot 3.

www.highdesertqh.com

YEARLING COLTS
14 HD MERADAS HOLLYWOOD (6141188)
April 23, 2021

WEAVERS
BOONSMAL DOC

HD TIGERS
CHEXY GIRL

Bay		

Stallion

MERADA IMA
BOONSMAL

PEPTOBOONSMAL

DOCS LOU LOU
LENA

DOC O DYNAMITE

HAIRPIN ROAN
TIGER

HANCOCK BEE BLUE

KELVINS LITA BABE

MERADA SITE
LOU LOU ATHENA
HAIRPIN ROANA LEONA
DOC HOLLYBUG GOLD
KELVIN LITA CHEX

Hollywood has been the favorite of every visitor to the ranch.
This striking bay colt has all the goods to be a top notch gelding,
or perhaps a stallion for the right program. We’ve rode multiple
full siblings to Hollywood and know from experience how good
these horses are. This colt should be very trainable, have lots of
feel, and will be one you will be proud to ride anywhere you go.
Hollywood is big and should be a deep cinching horse when he
matures. We would estimate he’ll be 15.2 hands and weigh 1200+
when he’s all grown up. Full brother was our high selling yearling
in 2019 sale. Full sibling to Lot 5. 5 panel tested clean N/N.

15 HD TIGERS PRAIRIE (6134235)
April 28, 2021

HAIRPIN ROAN
TIGER

COLONELS
ELVIRA

Sorrel		

Stallion

HANCOCK BEE
BLUE

HIGH ROLLING ROANY

HAIRPIN ROANA
LEONA

SHARP LEO GHOST

COLONEL
BLACKROCK

COLONEL BLACKWELL

MISS PEPPYS
RETREAT

PEPPY SAN FRECK

MISTY BLUE BEE
SMOKIN DUSTY ROSE
FIVE DOT CHEX
STAR KNOX

This colt has been on our radar since he was born. Prairie is
out of a great mare that was bred by the Bentz program. We’ve
crossed her on Hairpin Roan Tiger every single year that we’ve
had her because it’s an amazing cross. This colt should get big
and be exceptionally cowy. The catalog pic doesn’t do Prairie
justice as he has a big hip and lots of leg. Our good friend Brent
Clark owns and rides a full brother that is 16 hands and double
tough. These horses don’t want to be pets necessarily, but they
are happy to work hard for you and are very willing with lots of
try and ability. Prairie is just a sorrel, but he’s one of the top
yearling colts in the sale.

Cinch keeping them on the ropes at the Spanish Ranch on HD Tigers Red Rocket in Tuscarora, NV.
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YEARLING COLTS
16 HD TIGERS POCO FIRE (6136880)
May 5, 2021

Grullo		

Stallion

HIGH ROLLING ROANY

HANCOCK BEE BLUE

MISTY BLUE BEE

HAIRPIN ROAN TIGER
HAIRPIN ROANA LEONA

SHARP LEO GHOST
SMOKIN DUSTY ROSE
POCO BUENO 2

POCO IMA DOC

DOC TILLY

WEAVERS DEE POCO
WEAVERS SMART DEE

IMA BIT OF HEAVEN
STORMY DUN DEE

Poco Fire is out of a really nice mare that came from Weaver
Quarter Horses in Montana. We’ve rode quite a few full siblings
to this colt and know first hand how cowy and good minded they
are. We have a full brother in the cavvy at the ranch and love
him. The Hairpin Roan Tiger horses won’t be available for many
more years as Tig is getting old. This colt is an opportunity to
get one before they are gone.

17 HD TIGERS BOONER (6137300)
May 14, 2021

HAIRPIN ROAN
TIGER

SE QUE TEE
BOON

Red Dun

HANCOCK BEE BLUE
HAIRPIN ROANA LEONA
BOONS MILLIENNIUM
QUE TEE PEPPY LUX

Stallion
HIGH ROLLING ROANY
MISTY BLUE BEE
SHARP LEO GHOST
SMOKIN DUSTY ROSE
PEPTOBOONSMAL
MILLIE MONTANA
PEPPYS INTERN
QUE TEE LUX

This is a really correctly put together colt. Booner is absolutely
gorgeous to look at. He has a huge hip, short back, low hocks,
and a baby doll head. It would be hard to make one much better
or more correct than Booner. The Peptoboonsmal x Hairpin
Roan Tiger cross has worked like magic for the last 10 years for
us and this colt will be no different. If we were going to keep a
yearling for ourselves Booner would have made the short list.
This colt is outstanding and should go on to be a tremendous
saddle horse. Full sibs all over ranches in Oregon and Nevada.

Lot 16 - Summer of 2021

www.highdesertqh.com

YEARLING COLTS
18 HD MERADAS SPADE (6137308)
June 2, 2021

Bay Roan

MERADA IMA
BOONSMAL
WEAVERS
BOONSMAL DOC DOCS LOU LOU
LENA
HD BOLITAS
LEGACY

HAIRPIN ROAN
TIGER
MISS BOLITA

Stallion

PEPTOBOONSMAL
MERADA SITE
DOC O DYNAMITE
LOU LOU ATHENA
HANCOCK BEE BLUE
HAIRPIN ROANA LEONA
KELLYS GOLDEN DUN
TUCKALITA

Spade is a classy bay roan yearling. We rode his mother, but
there’s more to the story. His maternal grandam, Miss Bolita
produced three geldings and a stallion for us. We rode all of
them and they were exceptionally cowy and had tons of athletic
ability. Spade’s mother is a powerfully constructed Hairpin Roan
Tiger daughter. Her colts don’t really want to be pets, but make
tremendous ranch horses! Full brother was our high selling
yearling colt in last years sale. Full sibs owned by Mike Diel, OK,
Tom and Becky Goodwin, WA, & Mat and Jennifer Carter, OR.

19 HD TIGERS ROAN ROPER (6130517)
June 9, 2021

HAIRPIN ROAN
TIGER

HD COLONELS
MISS PEP

Bay Roan

Stallion

HANCOCK BEE
BLUE

HIGH ROLLING ROANY

HAIRPIN ROANA
LEONA

SHARP LEO GHOST

COLONEL
BLACKROCK

COLONEL BLACKWELL

MISS PEPPYS
RETREAT

PEPPY SAN FRECK

MISTY BLUE BEE
SMOKIN DUSTY ROSE
FIVE DOT CHEX
STAR KNOX

Here’s a colt that we had lots of discussion about before we
decided to offer him for sale. We’ve probably rode more full
siblings to Roan Roper than any other horse in the sale. These
horses are very predictable and are some of the best we’ve ever
bred. He’s out of a beautiful Colonel Blackrock daughter that
continues to produce top end horses year after year. We maybe
are making a mistake selling this colt. Our loss will be someone
else’s opportunity! These colts get big and we would expect that
Roan Roper will be 16 hands and weigh 1300 lbs at maturity. Full
brother to “Bandito” in last years sale. Full sibs owned by Peter
Grubb, OR, Mike Alley, OR, & Kevin and Erica Leehmann, OR.
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YEARLING COLTS
20 CUTTIN VAQUERO (6135251)
June 16, 2021

CUTTIN LIKE MY
DAD

Red Roan

NITRO DUAL DOC
HICKORYS MISS JESSE
FOUR F ONE

FOUR MATILDA
COLS FAURLIEN

Stallion

PEPTOBOONSMAL
MISS DUAL DOC
DOC’S HICKORY
JESSE QUIXOTE
FIGURE FOUR FRITZ
ONE EIGHTY ONE 86
COLONEL BLACKROCK
MISS KELLY MD

This is an attractive stud colt that combines many of the great
pedigrees that have built the Bentz program. This colts maternal
brother just sold in the 2022 Ranchers Horse Sale for $25,500.

21 CUTTIN VADER (6136861)
June 19, 2021

CUTTIN LIKE MY
DAD

Sorrel		

NITRO DUAL DOC
HICKORYS MISS JESSE
COLONEL BLACKROCK

COLS GERTRUDE
DYMN WYND CHEX

Stallion
PEPTOBOONSMAL
MISS DUAL DOC
DOC’S HICKORY
JESSE QUIXOTE
COLONEL BLACKWELL
FIVE DOT CHEX
SALERO CHEX
CHERRYS WYNDSONG

This is one cool yearling colt that will go on to be a tremendous
gelding. Full brother sold to Peter Grubb in last years sale. His
dam has produced many top selling horses over the years and
we’ve come to expect quality everytime we breed the Colonel
Blackrock daughters to Cuttin Like my Dad.

www.ranchershorsesale.com

YEARLING FILLIES
22 HD TIGERS LIL STORMY (56137303)
April 21, 2021

HAIRPIN ROAN
TIGER

SNW STORMYS
LENA

Bay		

Filly

HANCOCK BEE
BLUE

HIGH ROLLING ROANY

HAIRPIN ROANA
LEONA

SHARP LEO GHOST

MISTY BLUE BEE
SMOKIN DUSTY ROSE
TUF N BUSY

IMA TUF LENA

SMART BO LENA
DIAMONDS CUTTER

SNW STORMYS
DIAMOND

STORMY DUN DEE

This bay filly blew us away when she shed out this spring. She is
really put together and will make someone a very nice horse. Lil
Stormy is out of a great Ima Tuf Lena daughter we bought from
Weaver Quarter Horses back in 2004. We have had 9 full
siblings to Lil Stormy and have ridden most of them. They are
very nice saddle horses that have huge hips and a real kindness
to them. This filly should be no different. This is a neat
opportunity to own a great Hairpin Roan Tiger daughter. We
have a full sister in the broodmare band at HDQH. Full Brother
owned by Troy Spoon, CA.

23 HD COWBOYS CHEXY GIN (6136881)
April 24, 2021

Gray		

Filly

CROSS BELL 905
COWBOYS GIN A633
CROSS BELL 818

HD TIGERS CHEX 304

TANQUERY GIN
CEE DEBBIE
MISS N CATCH
MERRY GO MAVIS

HAIRPIN ROAN
TIGER

HANCOCK BEE BLUE

SPEARSIX
DELIGHT

KINGS BLAZEN PISTOL

HAIRPIN ROANA LEONA
LUCKYS MEME JEAN

Are we ever excited to show you the first set of colts by Smoke.
This filly’s sire is leased from Brent Clark and the first set of colts
look incredible. This filly has turned gray and is out of a really
classy Hairpin Roan Tiger daughter. This is a high quality filly
with some chrome that will get noticed everywhere you take her.
We cannot wait to ride these horses sired by Smoke. We have a
full brother to Chexy Gin’s dam in the cavvy at the ranch that we
ride. He’s very athletic and cowy.

Lot 23 on the left - Summer 2021
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Fall Branding Crew

YEARLING FILLIES
24 HD SHEZA GOODUN BOYZ (6137307)
May 2, 2021

WEAVERS
BOONSMAL DOC

HD SHEZA ROCKET

Bay		

Filly

MERADA IMA
BOONSMAL

PEPTOBOONSMAL

DOCS LOU LOU
LENA

DOC O DYNAMITE

HAIRPIN ROAN
TIGER

HANCOCK BEE BLUE

PEPITA ROSE CHEX

MERADA SITE
LOU LOU ATHENA
HAIRPIN ROANA LEONA
HEZA PEPPY DOC
MISS ROCKET CHEX

This filly was not supposed to be in the sale because we were
going to keep her. We had several others get hurt so she was
a last minute addition to the sale. This filly is very possibly the
best one we are offering. She has a big, powerful hip, a short
back, and a deep girth. We are 100% biased about this mare
line because we ride 2 full brothers to her mother. They may be
the cowiest horses that we’ve ever owned. This filly should be
wicked cowy and have a sweetheart personality. We don’t know
how you could make one much better than this girl.

Photo Credit - Mary Williams Hyde

M.T. necking one at Jordan Valley on “Little Man”.
A full sib to the granddam of Lot 5 and Lot 14.

www.highdesertqh.com

YEARLING FILLIES
25 HD MERADAS PEPPY DOC (6137301)
May 10, 2021

WEAVERS
BOONSMAL DOC

Bay Roan

Filly

PEPTOBOONSMAL

MERADA IMA
BOONSMAL

MERADA SITE

DOCS LOU LOU LENA
HAIRPIN ROAN TIGER

HD TIGERS PEPPY
GIRL
MISS PEPPYS
RETREAT

DOC O DYNAMITE
LOU LOU ATHENA
HANCOCK BEE BLUE
HAIRPIN ROANA LEONA
PEPPY SAN FRECK
STAR KNOX

When you breed so many horses that are ¾ siblings they
become extremely predictable and it is hard to say new and
different things about them. This bay roan filly is super friendly
and curious. We can gather the fillies out of a thousand acre
pasture and as soon as they hit the corral this filly comes up to
you and wants to say hi. She likes people and is inquisitive. Did
we mention that she’s gorgeous too? Her mother is another nice
Hairpin Roan Tiger daughter that we rode in her younger years.
This filly should mature with some size to her and she should
have a great mind.

26 HD BLUE ROLLIN ROANY (6130026)
May 28, 2021

HAIRPIN ROAN
TIGER

HD TIGERS 410

Blue Roan

Filly

HANCOCK BEE
BLUE

HIGH ROLLING ROANY

HAIRPIN ROANA
LEONA

SHARP LEO GHOST

HAIRPIN ROAN
TIGER

HANCOCK BEE BLUE

WEAVERS DEE
POCO

POCO IMA DOC

MISTY BLUE BEE
SMOKIN DUSTY ROSE
HAIRPIN ROANA LEONA
WEAVERS SMART DEE

This might be the best oops we’ve ever had. When we sorted
mares several springs ago we accidentally sent this filly’s mother
to Hairpin Roan Tiger. We aren’t line breeders, but in this case it
really worked. This blue roan filly is linebred Hairpin Roan Tiger
and the quality runs deep. It is really hard to look through all that
dead hair in her sale catalog picture, but rest assured she’ll blow
you away on sale day. Maternal sister owned by Mark & Ellie
Gage, Powell Butte, OR.

Lot 25 - Summer 2021

Mat Carter branding calves on HD Tigers Juniper.
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YEARLING FILLIES
27 CUTTIN VENDETTA (6135256)
June 5, 2021

CUTTIN LIKE MY
DAD

Sorrel		

NITRO DUAL DOC
HICKORYS MISS JESSE
FOUR F ONE

IZZETTA FOUR
SPURETA COLS GIRL

Filly
PEPTOBOONSMAL
MISS DUAL DOC
DOC’S HICKORY
JESSE QUIXOTE
FIGURE FOUR FRITZ
ONE EIGHTY ONE 86
COLONEL BLACKROCK
KELLYS RIMROCK GIRL

This is a very nice sorrel filly that is out of a high quality Four F
One (Waldo) daughter. Her full sister was the high selling two
year old filly in last years sale. The Waldo daughters have
produced colts that are stout and trainable.

28 CUTTIN VITAL (6135254)
June 10, 2021

CUTTIN LIKE MY
DAD

FOUR KNICK
KNACK

Bay		

NITRO DUAL DOC
HICKORYS MISS JESSE
FOUR F ONE
SPURETA COLS GIRL

Filly
PEPTOBOONSMAL
MISS DUAL DOC
DOC’S HICKORY
JESSE QUIXOTE
FIGURE FOUR FRITZ
ONE EIGHTY ONE 86
COLONEL BLACKROCK
KELLYS RIMROCK GIRL

This filly is a mover. Her picture proves it.....lol. This is an
attractive horse that really has a powerful genetic lineup behind
her. Her maternal granddam Spureta Cols Girl has been a
cornerstone of the Bentz program and her influence has been
prevalent over the years in their broodmare band.

www.ranchershorsesale.com

BROOD MARES
29 PODOCAS QUEST (X0570318)
April 19, 1999

Red Dun

Mare

DOC TARI

TARI PISTOL

PISTOL’S DAISY

PODOCA TARI

POCO MYSTIC

SMOKEY MYSTIC

BUENO Y POCO
CRIMSON PAGE

BANNER PAGE

BANNER GIRL

BANNERS QUEST

AUTHOR

MISS FRITZ

FRITZENEL

This is a mare that has been really fun for us to own at HDQH.
She was a saddle horse in her younger days and we’ve had her
for the last 14 years. This mare is gentle and easy to catch.
We’ve rode many horses out of her and cannot say enough good
about them. Her colts have had impressive size and speed, and
have been cowy to boot. Take a look at Lot 9 in this year’s sale!
He’s out of Quest and is a full brother to the foal that should be in
her belly. She was pasture exposed to Hairpin Roan Tiger from
4/29 - 6/15.

30 MISS SPARKLE N SHINE (4060105)
March 29, 2001

Buckskin

Mare

SHINING SPARK
SHINEY SPARK TWO
ZANS LAST KATE

GENUINE DOC
DIAMONDS SPARKLE
ZAN PARR BAR
TWO EYED KATE
DOCS SUPERSTUD

JOE DEE DOC

MON SUE STAR

ASPENS IN SPRING
KINGS GOOBAR

KING POCO NICK
SPANISH SPRING

Spark has done a good job for us as a broodmare. She was a
saddle horse early in her life and because of that she is really
nice to handle. Easy to catch out in the pasture and stands good
to have her feet trimmed. Spark bowed a tendon ten or so years
ago. She travels with a limp but has remained broodmare sound
to this day. We have ridden many sons and daughters of Spark’s
and have enjoyed every one of them. She was pasture exposed
to Hairpin Roan Tiger from 4/29 – 6/15.
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BROOD MARES
31 WEAVERS TUF MISS (5082291)
May 29, 2008

Sorrel		

TUF N BUSY
IMA TUF LENA
SMART BO LENA

BEAUS MISS
BLACKBURN

BEAUS RED MAN
PRETTY MISS DENVER

Mare
BUENO CHEX
KEEPING BUSY
SMART PEPPY LENA
FRECKLES BO BEEP
MR BEAU CHANCE
THE OLE TWIST
MR BLACKBURN 41
MR 14’S SUSIE

This is an exciting opportunity to own some exceptional quarter
horse genetics. We bought Tuf 14 years ago from Weaver
Quarter Horses in Montana. Some of our highest sellers in our
sale over the years have come from crossing Tuf on Hairpin
Roan Tiger. We’ve literally rode at least half a dozen colts out of
her. This mare is not real gentle and she has not been
handled a lot. She is halter broke and that is it. She is a carrier
for PSSM 1. Sells as a potential 3-in-1 package. She has a
5/28/22 red dun filly at side that was sired by Hairpin Roan Tiger.
She was pasture exposed to Hairpin Roan Tiger from 5/29 – 7/1.
Stik is a seven year old mare that was started as a two year
old. She’s green broke and hasn’t been rode very much.
She’s very kind and easy to catch and handle. She’ll be the
first one to greet you at the gate every time. She was bred
by Mike and Holly Major in Texas. Mike was just the 2022
Road to the Horse World Champion. He raises nice horses.
She was pasture exposed to HD Tigers Rising Son from
5/15 – 6/26.

32 OAKS CHIC STIK (5696215)
April 11, 2015

Sorrel		

A CHIC IN TIME
CHICA SHINE
SHINING SMART
SKEETS PEPPY
ILL BE OAKS PEPPY
OAK ILL BE

33 R SHINEY WHIZ (5872274)
April 25, 2017

Sorrel		

THERE COMES A TIME
A SHINE N TIME
CC TESSOLENA CHEX
WHIZEN BY YOU
DOUBLE R WHIZ
DOUBLE R HICKORY

Mare

SMART CHIC OLENA
PAULA TARI
SHINING SPARK
PEPPY PAYCHECK
PEPPY SAN BADGER
TIVIOS MISS SKEET
ILL BE SMART
GYPSY OAK

Mare
SHINING SPARK
OMLENA PEPPY
TEX O LENA
BUENO CHEX CHAMACA
TOPSAIL WHIZ
KAYS FRECKLES
DOUBLE R DOC
HICKORYS BABY DOLL

This is an exciting opportunity to own a young mare with a
powerful reining horse pedigree behind her. She lost her foal
this spring so we have decided to offer her for sale. She was
handled and ridden a bit as a three year old. She was pasture
exposed to Cuttin Like my Dad from 5/18 - 7/1.

www.highdesertqh.com

Spring Branding Crew

Eric, M.T., and Cori on shipping day.
Eric is our auctioneer, our Superior rep, and
most importantly, our friend!

Lot 9 - HD Tigers Revolver

Lot 5 - HD Meradas Fame Chex
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WHAT DO OUR CUSTOMERS SAY?
We have purchased several horses at the High Desert Quarter Horse sale over the years. There is a reason we keep going
back. These horses excel at daily ranch work. We can’t say enough of how much we value a horse that is raised in the
environment it will work in. They come to us and are ready to work outside having been exposed to many situations on a ranch.
They have solid minds, good feet and bone, and have a lot of cow in them. These horses also like to have a job and do well on
long days on the ranch in rough country. They are willing to work through high pressure situations due to their solid minds and
learn quickly. Lastly they are fun horses to ride which makes all of our jobs that much more enjoyable.
-Peter Grubb, Ranch Manager
Young Life’s Muddy Ranch
Antelope, OR

We have bought two Hairpin Roan Tiger bred
colts out of High Desert Quarter Horses
program in the last few years. Both of these
horses excelled for us. They are both well built to
hold up over the years and have great
temperaments. Both of them have had many hard
days gathering in rough country, working in the
feedlot, branding calves, and then heading to
town when needed to do some team roping. They
both showed themselves to be extremely tough
and yet easy to get along with. We would highly
recommend their program and will be back this
year looking for our next prospect.
-Mark Lewis & Lois Ward
Pendleton, Oregon

I got my first mares from Bentz’s Spur Brand Ranch Horse program and started breeding to High Desert Quarter Horse studs
in 2009. These are two of the best horse programs I have been around and produce some of the best horses I have seen. The
mind, conformation, athletic ability, and cow that is bred into these horses is unmatched. Not to mention the integrity and care
that these folks back their programs with. We use these horses primarily on the ranch and occasionally in town and have been
more than happy every time! They know their job, pick things up very quickly, do what you ask, travel great, and finish strong
each day whether your riding them every day or give them time off. I rely heavily on these horses to strap myself in the saddle
and go get any job done I need to with confidence that I’m mounted well. I could not be more pleased to ride horses from these
two programs. These are some of the best people and programs you can be involved with.
-Alec Oliver
Seneca, OR

High Desert Quarter Horses

NOTES

HORSE TRAINING
Dean Autry has started many colts for us. We have been very pleased with the
results. He is a top notch horseman that understands how to get results and
keep the horses happy about life at the same time. We highly recommend him.
If you have a need for colt starting or advanced training don’t hesitate to
contact him. Dean and Sterling are great people and some of the
best horsemen in the business.

Autry
Performance
Horses
Harper, OR
Dean & Sterling
Home
541-358-2139
Cell
530-598-2302
autryperformancehorses.com

Thank you to Martin Arritola and Oregon Trail Livestock Supply
for sponsoring halters for all of the sale horses.

47295 Izee Paulina Ln
Canyon City, OR 97820

